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PRESCHOOL - KINDERGARTEN
WEEK 3
JUNE
2 READING
MATH
SCIENCE
LIFE SKILLS
3 Make a bird-feeder or
Get a tablet with wide
Geology
Teach your child his/her
4 birdhouse for your
lines on it or make a page Go to the beach. If you
phone number. Choose
5 backyard. Have your
yourself. Show your
live inland, find a park or your child's favorite song
6 children tell you how to child how to write his
school that has a sandand replace the words
7 build the home by
numbers, starting with
box. Bring pails, shovels, with your phone number.
8 showing them how to
the number one. Then
various size containers. Make up a tune.
9 follow the pictures that
have him/her write the
10 come with the directions. numbers from 1 to 10
Your kids will have fun
Studies have shown that
11
in numerical order.
using their imagination
kids learn faster when
12 Place the birdfeeder so
building sand sculptures. they sing their phone
13 that it is visible from a
Ask your child to
number.
14 window. There are books illustrate the number:
You can have a causal
15 on backyard watching.
Example: draw 3 apples. discussion with them:
16
Where do you think sand
17 Make a picture chart of
If s/he already knows
comes from? Let them
18 birds in your area. Have how to write numbers,
give their answers without
19 your children keep tally
practicing will help to
your input. Just say,
20 of the birds that they see. improve small muscle
interesting.
21
coordination. Praise
22
your child's efforts.
When we go home let's
23
Don't worry if it doesn't see what we can find out
24
look good.
about sand on the
25
Internet or stop at the
26
library and get a book.
27
28
29
30
31

RAINY DAY ACTIVITY
Together, collect the rain
in a clean container.
Then, if you have a
microscope, view the
rain water and compare
it to tap water.
No micrscope? Then use
a magnifying glass.
Be the secretary and
ask your child to tell a
story about what s/he
saw today. Write exactly
what your child says.
Then have your child
illustrate his/her story.
Read the story together.

